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17:25 AYR, 3m 70y 

Seko Logistics Scotland Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 8/801PP LAND OF VIC 27 CD 
b m Old Vic - Land Of Glory

9 12 - 3 R Johnson
P Bowen

127

Jockey Colours: Yellow, red triple diamond, red and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red diamond
Timeform says: Useful hurdles winner earlier in career but although she's won over fences,
she's not been entirely convincing. Potentially well treated back in this sphere (9 lb below last
winning mark).  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

2 847P3U CAPARD KING (IRE) 18 CD 
b g Beneficial - Capard Lady

8 12 - 2p Aidan Coleman
Jonjo O'Neill

126

Jockey Colours: Red, white cross belts, checked sleeves
Timeform says: Hit-and-miss profile, but was in the process of running well over fences at
Ludlow, and he's one to be interested in off this sort of mark back over hurdles, especially
back on a left-handed track.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

3 3VPF31 BEER GOGGLES (IRE) 28 D 
br g Oscar - Tynelucy

6 11 - 12t D A Jacob
R Woollacott

122

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Behind a pair of subsequent winners at Exeter in February, and proved
better than ever to win at Newbury last time, travelling strongly. Not long with this yard, and
could yet do better.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

4 6-352PP TOWERING (IRE) 30 
b g Catcher In The Rye - Bobs Article

8 11 - 10p Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

120

Jockey Colours: Light blue, orange epaulets
Timeform says: Multiple winner over hurdles, but hasn't took to chasing, again failing to
complete in first-time blinkers last month. Not badly treated back hurdling if all is well.
Cheekpieces back on.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 P-3322 TRONGATE (IRE) 53 BF 
b g Dansant - Val Eile

5 11 - 9 Callum Bewley (3)
R Michael Smith

119

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful in bumpers and has made decent start over hurdles, though
failed to meet expectations last time. Significantly up in trip now handicapping, but opening
mark demands more.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

6 345223 GULSHANIGANS 16 BF 
b g Sakhee - Gulshan

5 11 - 9t Sam Twiston-Davies
N A Twiston-Davies

119

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Again ran well to be placed at Wincanton this month, and deserves extra
credit for his consistency, though it's a slight concern he hasn't yet managed to get his head
in front.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

7 2U1545 ROBINROYALE (IRE) 66 D 
b g Robin Des Champs - Rosafi

6 11 - 7p J McGrath
J W Mullins

117

Jockey Colours: Beige, dark green hoop and armlets, maroon cap
Timeform says: Point winner who belied big odds to make winning start over hurdles at
Chepstow (3m) in December. Has failed to build on that since, and not obviously well treated
now handicapping.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 
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8 067471 DOCTOR LOOK HERE (IRE) 22 
b g Dr Massini - Eye Vision

7 11 - 6 Lucy Gardner (3)
Mrs S Gardner

116

Jockey Colours: Maroon, grey hoops, maroon sleeves, grey cap
Timeform says: Proved his stamina when resuming winning ways at Warwick (26f) 3 weeks
ago, capitalising on a falling mark. Idled when hitting the front, but has been hit with a 9 lb
hike.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

9 226/6-11 VASCO D'YCY (FR) 34 C 
b g Equerry - Ingrid Des Mottes

8 11 - 5 Ross Turner (7)
Julia Brooke

115

Jockey Colours: Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and grey quartered cap
Timeform says: Has returned from an absence in top form, landing back-to-back handicaps
last couple of months. Suited by emphasis on stamina at Newcastle (20f) latest, so could
have more to offer at this trip.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

10 35P261 ACDC (IRE) 36 
b g King's Theatre - Always Alert

7 11 - 2h B Hughes
C Grant

112

Jockey Colours: Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Well backed and showed improved form fitted with first-time hood at
Hexham (20f, soft) last month, jumping fluently and travelling well. Not overly burdened on
handicap debut, so one to consider.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

11 223212 LOCHNELL (IRE) 18 CD 
br m Winged Love - Nothing For Ever

8 11 - 0 D R Fox
I A Duncan

110

Jockey Colours: Grey, red stars, red cap
Timeform says: Reliable mare who has recorded all 4 of her wins at this course. Not
disgraced in defeat at Kelso (26f) this month, essentially just outstayed, so she will remain of
interest, particularly back here.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

12 P03581 JAC THE LEGEND 14 D 
b g Midnight Legend - Sky Burst

8 11 - 0b Kaine Wood (7)
B Ellison

110

Jockey Colours: Light green, dark green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap
Timeform says: Had looked to be going the wrong way, but he held it together to resume
winning ways switched back to hurdles at Sedgefield (27f) this month. Not sure to be in same
form this time, however.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

13 459344 FULL JACK (FR) 76 D 
b g Kahyasi - Full Contact

10 10 - 12p Ross Chapman (7)
Miss P Robson

108

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow sash and star on cap
Timeform says: Has ran creditably in a couple of 3m handicap hurdles at Musselburgh this
winter but otherwise generally campaigned over fences. Remains on same mark in this
sphere though, so frame claims once more.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

14 1-45562 SILENT STEPS (IRE) 17 D 
b m Milan - Taking Silk

6 10 - 10 Sean Bowen
N J Henderson

106

Jockey Colours: Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves
Timeform says: Unlucky to bump into one on handicap debut at Kempton (3m) earlier this
month, but she at least made her opening mark look a fair one, so she has to be of interest
off 4 lb higher now.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

15 0P4PPP APACHEE PRINCE (IRE) 59 
b g Indian Danehill - Wheredidthemoneygo

8 10 - 1 Callum Whillans (3)
A C Whillans

97

Jockey Colours: Grey, red stripe, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Well treated on old form but generally out of sorts this season. Something to
prove back up in trip.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: LOCHNELL has recorded all 4 of her career wins at this course, and was
seemingly beaten only by a lack of stamina at Kelso last time, so is well worth chancing to get back on
the up down in trip. Capard King is one to be interested in off this sort of mark back hurdling, while
Beer Goggles could have more to offer for this yard. Acdc completes the shortlist.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LOCHNELL 
2: CAPARD KING 
3: BEER GOGGLES


